“Butterfly” Card
Designed by Corrine Mihlek-Brzys
Try this pretty yet simple spotlighting technique to freshen up a detailed stamp
and produce a brand new, modern look!
Materials:
#90422 Four Butterflies stamp
#50066 Canva-Paper Tablet
You’ll Also Need:
Cardstock (blue, peach, green, and pink
are used here)
Circle Punches in varying sizes
Black ink
Dimensional Foam adhesive
Instructions:
1. Stamp butterflies in black ink on CanvaPaper. Trim to 4 1/2” x 5 1/2.”
2. Using circle punches in various sizes, punch
four holes through the stamped image-one circle per butterfly. (Play with positioning! By
punching different parts of each butterfly
image, you’ll create greater visual interest than
if you punch each butterfly’s main body, for example.) Set aside.
3. Stamp butterflies one time each on pink, green, peach, and blue cardstock. Figure out
where you want each color to show through (ours shows pink, green, blue, and peach,
from top to bottom) and match the colored pieces with the corresponding image on the
punched canva-paper, like a puzzle.
4. Once properly matched up to complete each image, trim each colored section slightly
larger than the hole it fits under and adhere. Set aside.
5. To create a card front, trim a piece of blue cardstock to 5” x 6 3/4”.
6. Trim a piece of peach cardstock to 4 1/4” x 6” and adhere it to the blue, flush to the
right side and leaving an even margin along the top and bottom.
7. Create a card body by folding a 5 1/2” x 9” piece of white cardstock in half.
8. Adhere the blue and peach card front to
the card body.
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9. Using dimensional foam adhesive,
attach the spotlight butterfly panel to the
center of the card front.

